SCORE EARNED ON TEST #2: ____________

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS HONESTLY:

1. How did you do on this test compared to Test #1?
   BETTER  ABOUT THE SAME  WORSE

2. If you did **better** on this test, why was this so? (Circle all that are applicable. Leave it blank if necessary.)
   STUDIED MORE  HAVE THE BOOK NOW  COMPLETED MORE HOMEWORK
   WASN’T AS NERVOUS – Kind of knew what to expect  DIDN’T MISS AS MANY CLASSES
   OTHER: __________________________________________

3. If you did **worse** on this test, why was this so? (Circle all that are applicable. Leave it blank if necessary.)
   TEST ANXIETY  BAD MATH BACKGROUND  MISSED TOO MANY CLASSES
   DIDN’T STUDY ENOUGH – LAZY  DIDN’T STUDY ENOUGH – OVERCOMMITTED SCHEDULE
   DIDN’T DO ENOUGH HOMEWORK  OTHER: __________________________________________

4. How did you find the level of the test? (Circle one.)
   TOO HARD  REASONABLE  TOO EASY

5. Did you feel rushed to complete the test? (Circle one.)
   YES  NO

**ADDITIONAL HELPFUL COMMENTS CAN BE WRITTEN ON THE BACK OF THIS SHEET 😊**